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some twenty to thirty miles of progress, and the 700 miles to
Rio de Janeiro began to appear interminable*   After some five
days of this weary work, making eleven since we had left Pernam-
buco, S. decided that it would be in the interests of all to obtain
a change by making the shore along which we were sailing. He
therefore, after careful study of the sailing directions, selected
a spot where health officers would not be found—Cabral Bay.
Our Navigator thought the entrance somewhat risky, and re-
quested written orders before going in: as, however, rashness
is not one of my husband's sins I awaited the result with
equanimity.    It is the small bay where Cabral landed <m
April 24th, 1500, two days after discovering the continent.  He
erected a cross on the site of the present village, took possession
of the land for the King of Portugal, and christened it Santa
Cruz, a name which was changed in the middle of the sixteenth
century to Brazil, from bm$a> the term applied by the Portu-
guese to the brilliant red wood of its forests*   The village and
northern part of the bay continue, however, to bear the name
of Santa Cruz, while the southern portion is called after the
great navigator.
The land which forms the bay consists of a low ridge, two miles
or so in length, covered with brushwood and undergrowth; it
is arrested suddenly to the north by the course of a river, which
has here made a passage to the ocean, and ends abruptly in a
steep white cliff.   Between the cliff and the river nestles the
small village of Santa Cruz, and on the height stands a church
which forms the landmark for ships entering the bay.   Up the
hillside winds a little white path where the grass has been worn
a^ay by tbeleet of worshippers ascending to the house of prayer.
MUtertMrfbatt end the ridge dies gradually away in a little
prowmtory, on which stands a tall cross of wood with an in-
scription stating that it was erected by the Capuchins on the
date22.3.98, but whether that was yesterday, or one hundred, or
two or three hundred years ago, there was nothing to show.   In
front of the bay is a coral reef, so that only baby waves break
over the sandy beach, and hard by the cross is a stream, with
reaches and dark shady pools overhung by mangroves,
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days, watered the ship from the stream,
revetted in the wind and sunshine, feeling
, and at one with all elation, from amcebas

